Department of Film and Media Studies and Media and Performance Production

Plan Type | Code | Program | Plan | Course 1 | Minimum Grade | Automatic Acceptance | Course 2 | Minimum Grade | Minimum Grade | Pending List
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Major | FILM-M-BA | BA(hons) | Film and Media Studies | 2.8 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Specialisation | MAPP-M-BA | BA(hons) | Media and Production Production | 2.8 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | DRAM 100 or (BISC 100 and BISC 101) or (MUTH 110 and MUTH 111) | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Minor (Arts) | FILM-1 | BA(hons) | Film and Media Studies | 2.3 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | PASS
General (Arts) | FILM-G-BA | BA(hons) | Film and Media Studies | 2.3 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | PASS
Medial | ARTHFLM-A | BA(hons) | Art History & Film | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | ARTH 14# | C | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Classical Studies & Film and Media Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Global Development Studies & Film and Media Studies | 2.8 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | DEVFS 100 | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Drama & Film and Media Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | DRAM 14# or (BISC 100 and BISC 101) | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Economics & Film and Media Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | ENGL 100 | C- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Environmental Studies & Film and Media Studies | 2.8 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & French Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | FREN 150 or (FREN 241 and FREN 230) | C | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Gender Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | ENGS 14# or BISC 101 | C- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Geography | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | GPHY 14# or BISC 100 | C- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & German Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Indigenous Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & History | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | HIST 14# or (BISC 100 or BISC 101) | C | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Health Studies | 2.8 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | HLTH 101 | B+ | 2.3 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Indigenous Studies & Indigenous | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Mathematics | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | 6.0 units from MUSIC 104; MUSIC 105; MUSIC 114; MUSIC 171; MUSIC 191; MUSIC 192; MUTH 110; MUTH 111 | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Music & Music | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | 6.0 units from MUSIC 104; MUSIC 105; MUSIC 114; MUSIC 171; MUSIC 191; MUSIC 192; MUTH 110; MUTH 111 | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Philosophy | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | POLS 100 | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Psychology | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | PSYC 100 | B- | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Religious Studies | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Sociology | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | SOCY 122 or (BISC 100 and BISC 101) | C | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
Film Studies & Statistics | 2.7 | FILM 100 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | B+ | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C

* No automatic acceptance; both departments will consult with each other to determine acceptance.

Contact: undergraduatefilm@queensu.ca

NOTE: While every attempt is made to ensure our web pages are up to date and accurate, sometimes errors occur. We apologize for any discrepancies on this page. The information was last updated April 2021.